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Abstract
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is cutting-edge technology in the machine learning community. NAS Without Training
(NASWOT) recently has been proposed to tackle the high demand of computational resources in NAS by leveraging some
indicators to predict the performance of architectures before training. The advantage of these indicators is that they do not require
any training. Thus, NASWOT reduces the searching time and computational cost significantly. However, NASWOT only considers
high-performing networks which does not guarantee a fast inference speed on hardware devices. In this paper, we propose a multi
objectives reward function, which considers the network’s latency and the predicted performance, and incorporate it into the
Reinforcement Learning approach to search for the best networks with low latency. Unlike other methods, which use FLOPs to
measure the latency that does not reflect the actual latency, we obtain the network’s latency from the hardware NAS bench. We
conduct extensive experiments on NAS-Bench-201 using CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-16-120 datasets, and show that the
proposed method is capable of generating the best network under latency constrained without training subnetworks.
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Ⅰ. Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have shown remarkable
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performance on various computer vision tasks such as image classification[1,2], object detection[3,4], and image segmentation[5]. However, designing a good DNN is time-consuming and requires a lot of expert knowledge. Thus, researchers shift their goal to designing algorithms that
search for neural networks, leading to Neural Architecture
Search (NAS). Although NAS can design good networks,
it requires a huge amount of memory and time on GPUs.
To make NAS applicable for real-world problems, NAS
Without Training (NASWOT) is introduced[6]. The motivation behind NASWOT is to leverage an indicator to predict
the performance of networks before training. Since this
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process does not require any training, NASWOT can find

source demand for conventional NAS approaches by pre-

the best network within minutes.

dicting the performance of networks before training via
[7,8]

Hardware-aware Neural Architecture Search

can be

some indicators. We adopt five training-free indicators

considered as a sub-field of NAS where it focuses on hard-

used in previous works, namely Correlation of Jacobian

ware devices such as mobiles, FPGA, Raspberry Pi, and Edge

(CJ), the Number of Linear Region (NLR), the Condition

GPU. Despite using different methods for searching, they

Number of Neural Tangent Kernel (CNNTK), Output

share the same paradigm which is incorporating the actual

Sensitivity (OS), and Fusion Indicator (FI).

latency to the loss function or the reward function. However,

Correlation of Jacobian (CJ): Joseph Mellor, et al[6] pro-

the major drawback of these methods is that they require a

posed a training-free indicator for NAS. They find that the

lot of computational resources which is unaffordable for re-

performance of network is positively related to the correla-

[8]

al-world applications. For example, MnasNet

requires 91K
[7]

tion of Jacobian matrix with augmented input X. Let  be

GPU hours to complete the search phase. FBNet takes 216

a neural network and  be the samples which are gen-

GPU hours to find the best network.

erated by applying Cutout[9] to X. The Jacobian matrix for

To solve this problem, this paper proposes a training-free

X is calculated as:

hardware-aware NAS which leverages indicators to guide the
     
 
      …  






search under latency constrained. We use the Reinforcement
Learning (RL) approach to generate architectures which have
high performance with low latency. We develop a new reward function which considers the network’s latency during



The score for CJ is defined as:

searching. We evaluate the performance of the proposed

  

method using various training-free indicators on CIFAR-10,

  ∑ 


 

 

CIFAR-100, and ImageNet-16-120 datasets under NASBench-201 search space. We conduct extensive experiments

where  is a pre-defined threshold. The intuition behind

using three hardware devices, namely Edge GPU, Raspi 4,

CJ is that if the correlation of Jacobian for different input

and Pixel 3, and show that using the proposed reward for-

X is low, the network should have high performance and

mulation, we can search for the best network under hardware

vice versa.

constrained without any training.

The Number of Linear Regions (NLR): It is well-known
that deeper networks usually have higher performance than

Ⅱ. Related works

shallow ones. To understand which reasons, support this
phenomenon, Razvan Pascanu et al[10] develop a theory for
ReLU network. They have shown that deeper networks di-

In this section, we briefly discuss several works on

vide the input into regions which are larger than shallow

NASWOT, hardware-aware NAS algorithms, and datasets

ones, which is termed as the expressivity of neural networks.

for benchmarking NAS algorithms.

Huan Xiong et al[11] further extend the result for convolution
neural networks. Let N be a ReLU CNN and  be the

1. Neural architecture search without training
NASWOT[6] has been proposed recently to tackle the re-

parameters. The regions   for P is defined as:
      { ∈  ×  ×   ∙     ∀∈ N},
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where   is the pre-activation of a neuron and  is an

output. Let  be the input of a neural network  with pa-

activation pattern such that  ∈  . The NLR

rameters  . The error corresponding to input  with ran-

score can be calculated as:

dom noise  sampled from a normal distribution is defined
as:

SNLR  #          ≠ for some P
        

The Condition Number of Neural Tangent Kernel
(CNNTK): Arthur Jacot et al[12] proposed a new tool to analyze the behavior of NN during training called neural tan-

The output sensitivity is measured by the variance of the
 averaged over M samples and is expressed as:

gent kernel. They have proved that using NTK, we can ob    
 

tain the evolution of linearized NN without performing gradient descent:
 train     

 
tr ain tr aint

Fusion Indicator (FI): Tran et al[16] proposed a feature
 train

fusion indicator for training-free NAS which harmonizes
CJ, NLR, CNNTK, and OS in a weighted sum manner.

where 
traintrain is finite width NTK,  is the learning rate,

They have shown that the FI outperforms standalone in-

train and train are the input and target from the training

dicator by a large margin on several image classification

[13]

set. Lechao Xiao et al

study the trainability of NNs via

tasks (e.g., CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, ImageNet-16-120) us-

NTK by analyzing the eigenvalues of 
traintrain . The above

ing NAS-Bench-201 search space. By considering multiple

equation can be expressed in terms of spectrum of 
traintrain

aspects of a network such as trainability, expressivity, out-

as follows:

put sensitivity , FI can rank the network properly.
  

  train        
train

where  is the eigenvalue of 
traintrain. Denoting  and
 as the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of 
traintrain .

Jaehoon Lee et al[14] have shown that the maximum learn-

…

2. Hardware-aware neural architecture search
NAS methods can find the best network on computer vision tasks[1,2,3,4,5]. However, it is difficult to deploy these
networks on devices which have limited resources such as
mobiles or embedded boards (e.g., Raspberry Pi).

ing rate scales as  . Thus, the smallest eigenvalue con-

Moreover, the latency when running these networks on

verges exponentially at a rate of  and the trainability

hardware devices tends to be high. Thus, hardware-aware

of a network is defined as    . If  diverges, the

NAS methods have been introduced to tackle this prob-

network is untrainable. We invert  as the score for train-

lem[7,8]. By incorporating the latency loss into the total loss

ability so that higher score leads to better trainability:

function, it is possible to search for high-performing archi-


    


tectures under latency constrained. However, these methods
require training subnetworks or a supernet, which takes a
huge amount of time (e.g., FBNet[7] takes 216 GPU hours).

Output Sensitivity (OS): Mahsa Forouzesh et al[15] stud-

We suggest performing hardware-aware NAS in a train-

ies the generalization of NNs using the sensitivity of

ing-free manner by utilizing some indicators together with
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the network’s latency.

3. Benchmarking NAS algorithms
NAS usually consists of a search space which has a lot

ward for latency is defined as:


       
     
  
  


of candidate networks and a search algorithm. Different

where    is the latency of network  and  is

NAS methods use different search spaces and hyper-param-

a linear reward function which gives higher reward for net-

eters for training. Thus, it is difficult to compare NAS

works that have the latency closes to the expected latency

methods because executing an algorithm on a poor search

 and vice versa. Thus,  can be written as:

space may degrade its performance. To fairly compare
NAS, NAS-Bench-201[17] is introduced. NAS-Bench-201

  
    



consists of 15,626 architectures which are trained using the
same hyper-parameters on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and
ImageNet-16-120. NAS-Bench-201 provides the train, vali-

where  is the hyper-parameter which controls how much

dation, and test accuracies for these datasets.

reward is given. The final reward    to update the con-

To compare hardware-aware NAS methods, HW-NAS-

troller is defined as:

Bench[18] is proposed. HW-NAS-Bench provides the la         

tency and energy consumption on six hardware devices,
namely Edge GPU, Raspi 4, Edge TPU, Pixel 3, ASICEyeriss, and FPGA. The search space used in this dataset
is NAS-Bench-201 and FBNet search space. Researchers

where   can be obtained from training-free
indicators.

now can focus only on designing the algorithms targeted
for hardware devices without measuring the network’s la-

2. Search algorithm

tency as it can be obtained from HW-NAS-Bench.

Ⅲ. Proposed Training-free Hardware-Aware
Neural Architecture Search

1. Multiple objectives reward formulation
We use the Reinforcement Learning approach to search
for the best network under hardware constrained. The objective of our problem is to maximize the predicted score

Fig. 1. Overview of the RL-based search algorithm. A controller RNN
learns to generate network which has high score with latency below
expected latency

while keeping the latency under an expected latency. We
use a product of predict score and a custom latency reward

We adopt RL for our training-free hardware-aware NAS

to update the controller. Let  be a network sampled from

as it is convenient and easy to implement. We train an

and  is the expected latency. The re-

RNN controller to generate network operations such as 3x3

a search space
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convolution, 1x1 convolution, 3x3 average pooling,

11.52ms, 17.93ms, and 12.62ms on ImageNet-16-120,

skip-connect, and zeroize operation. Our goal is to find the

respectively.

networks which have a high score and low latency. To achieve this, we aim to maximize the reward:

NAS-Bench-201: all networks in this dataset are trained
with Nesterov momentum SGD optimizer for 200 epochs.
The initial learning rate is 0.1, decaying with cosine

        

annealing. The batch size is 256.
Training setup: The controller we used has one RNN

where  is the network sampled by the controller with ac-

layer with 100 hidden units. We train the controller with

tion    , and  is the reward of network  .

Adam optimizer for 500 epochs. The learning rate is set
to 5e-4. The  is set to 0.9.
Architecture selection: once the training of the controller

Ⅳ. Experiments

is finished, we first omit the architectures which have higher latency than the expected latency. Then, we select the

We conduct the experiment on NAS-Bench-201 search
space using 5 training-free indicators: CJ, NLR, CNNTK,

candidate that has the highest predicted score as the final
architecture for evaluation.

OS, and FI under three hardware devices, namely Edge

Result: We run the experiment 50 times with different

GPU, Raspi 4, and Pixel 3. The latency for these devices

random seeds and report the average test accuracy in Table

is obtained from HW-NAS-Bench. We set the expected la-

1. From Table 1, we can see that FI outperforms standalone

tency for Edge GPU, Raspi 4, and Pixel 3 to 6ms, 40ms,

indicator in terms of test accuracy on CIFAR-10 and

and 20ms for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets,

CIFAR-100. This is natural since FI has a higher rank cor-

respectively. On ImageNet-16-120, the expected latency is

relation than other indicators as demonstrated by Tran et

6ms, 9ms, and 6ms for these hardware devices. It is noted

al[15]. On CIFAR-10, the proposed method can find the net-

that the highest latency for Edge GPU, Raspi 4, and Pixel

work which has 93.76% test accuracy with a latency of

4 is 11.46ms, 96.7ms, and 43.88ms on CIFAR-100 and

5.49 ms on Edge GPU using Fusion Indicator.

Table 1. Performance comparison between different training-free indicators under hardware constrained
Edge GPU
Dataset

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

ImageNet-16
-120

Indicator
CJ
NLR
CNNTK
OS
FI
CJ
NLR
CNNTK
OS
FI
CJ
NLR
CNNTK
OS
FI

Test Acc (%)

Latency (ms)

93.56
91.75
93.47
93.32
93.76
70.65
68.82
70.70
69.32
72.00
39.77
40.77
42.99
41.26
44.49

4.83
5.36
4.67
5.44
5.49
4.64
5.44
4.56
5.57
5.67
4.36
5.42
4.90
5.69
5.37

Raspi 4
Latency
Test Acc (%)
(ms)
93.07
28.95
90.27
17.55
93.41
28.92
92.65
34.00
93.42
28.06
70.27
30.00
66.35
23.40
70.31
32.69
68.63
36.37
70.91
29.06
40.49
5.34
42.76
6.31
42.54
5.81
42.83
8.64
44.56
7.77

Pixel 3
Test Acc (%)
93.67
90.47
93.49
93.35
93.8
71.07
66.94
70.53
69.38
72.11
40.57
43.5
42.10
44.71
44.57

Latency (ms)
15.74
7.35
14.34
18.00
16.20
15.89
8.72
16.32
19.19
17.73
3.16
3.73
3.96
5.32
4.44
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Table 2. Performance comparison between different reward formulations of FI on NAS-Bench-201
Edge GPU
Dataset

Without

CIFAR-10
CIFAR-100
ImageNet-16-120



93.44
70.09
44.14

Raspi 4

With



93.76
72.00
44.49

Without



92.87
69.87
44.44

Pixel 3

With



93.42
70.91
44.56

Without



93.27
70.45
44.52

With



93.8
72.11
44.57

On Pixel 3, the best network has 93.8% test accuracy

require a lot of GPU resources which is extremely

and 16.20 ms latency on average. On CIFAR-100, FI out-

expensive. To reduce the search cost, we suggest utilizing

performs other indicators in terms of test accuracy for all

training-free indicators which can estimate the performance

hardware devices. Specifically, FI achieves 72.00%,

of networks before training for hardware-aware NAS. By

70.91%, and 72.11% test accuracy for Edge GPU, Raspi

incorporating the proposed reward formulation into

4, and Pixel 3. The best standalone indicator obtains

Reinforcement Learning approach, we can find the best

70.7%, 70.32%, and 71.07 for these hardware devices,

networks with low latency on various hardware devices.

which is lower than FI. On ImagetNet-16-120, the best net-

Furthermore, this work also enables a new research direc-

work on Edge GPU, Raspi 4 are obtained by FI while on

tion in the future which performs hardware-aware NAS

Pixel 3, OS indicator shows the best performance.

without training.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed reward
function, we compare the performance of the RL approach
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